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Abstract
Motion-planning is the ability of a vehicle to determine,
without human intervention, a future trajectory to
accomplish a prespecified goal. It is a critical functionality
of autonomy in mobile vehicles like unmanned aerial
vehicles, wheeled robotic vehicles, and self-driving cars.
For highly structured and well-mapped environments,
motion-planning may be considered a solved problem. In
less structured and uncertain environments, motionplanning poses several challenges.
In the first part of this talk, after a brief review of the
state-of-the-art, I discuss motion-planning to achieve
high-level tasks beyond the basic ability to move from A
to B. I discuss the formulation of such tasks using linear
temporal logic (LTL). A fundamental challenge arises
because logic models for high-level tasks involve finitestate discrete mathematical structures like graphs or
automata, whereas the physical motion of vehicles is best
modeled by continuous-state nonlinear dynamical
systems. Ad hoc discretization of the vehicle model's state
space not only invokes the curse of dimensionality, but
also fails to provide guarantees that a high-level plan for
task execution will be compatible with the vehicle's
kinematic-, dynamic-, or input constraints. To address this
challenge, I propose a new method involving so-called
lifted graphs. This method relies on discretization of the
vehicle's 2D workspace, instead of its state space. Edges
of lifted graphs can be associated with certain reachability
properties of the vehicle model, which can be
precomputed offline.

In the second part of this talk, I discuss the placement of
exteroceptive sensors in an unknown or uncertain
environment. Sensor placement to maximize
environment information metrics is a well-studied topic
in the literature. However, the literature addresses
motion-planning and sensor placement separately,
perhaps as a consequence of the success of the principle
of separation in feedback control systems. I propose a
coupled approach where sensor placement is driven by
the objective of minimizing the cost of the motion plan.
Through several examples I demonstrate that this
coupled approach can result in orders-of-magnitude
reductions in the number of measurements taken, as
compared to the traditional decoupled approach. In the
future, these striking examples can provide templates for
deploying mobile vehicles in applications where data
acquisition is expensive (e.g., aerial surveillance) and
decisions must be made with as little data as possible.
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